
 
 
 

 
 
IF YOU HAVE WRITTEN—OR ARE CURRENTLY WRITING—A BOOK (fiction or non-fiction), The 
Author’s Mentor can help you navigate the waters of the modern publishing industry. 
Whether you seek to be traditionally contracted or to self-publish your work, I can help with 
free advice/guidance, and – for those who require it—low-cost services to prepare your 
manuscript for print and eBook, helping you get the finished product not only in your hand, 
but on sale to the world. For more information and details, see my website at 
www.theauthorsmentor.com, or contact me via email at ellenmaze@aol.com, and I would 
love to see if I can help you bring your work to the public.  
 
QUICK LOOK: For those who decide to hire The Author’s Mentor (TAM) to format, design, and 
publish their book in paperback and eBook (for Kindle), the following is a quick run-down of 
what TAM provides and what the author is guaranteed:  
 
$350 Flat Rate ($500 after 7/31/13) from publish-ready/edited* manuscript, delivered in a 
Word-friendly format, to published perfect-bound paperback AND the title on sale for Amazon 
Kindle. Includes:  
 
1. Beautiful and unique interior formatting for the paperback  

2. eBook formatting and subsequent uploading to Kindle (add $20 if you would also like to publish on Nook) 

3. Custom, artist-created book cover, front, spine, and back. Will be used for paperback and eBooks 

4. Uploading (actually publishing for sale) for publication with CreateSpace (an Amazon company; the world’s 
largest book retailer), and publishing on Kindle  

5. "Glazing edit" included (A hard edit is offered at additional cost, see website under “Editing Services.”) 

6. Help setting up the different author accounts to receive your royalties from the companies selling your book 
(CreateSpace, & Kindle)  

7. Promotion on my social websites, as well as a FREE copy of my book YOU CAN SELF-PROMOTE.  

 
AUTHOR KEEPS ALL RIGHTS TO THE BOOK 

AUTHOR GETS 100% OF THE ROYALTIES (NO SHARING WITH TAM) 
TURNAROUND is currently 12-16 weeks from MS/payment received to publication. 
DISCOUNTS for authors who hire TAM to do multiple titles, such as a series of books 

* NOTE ABOUT EDITING: Your book needs to be as perfect as possible. If you would like a free evaluation of 

its publish-readiness, please email me a sample and I will let you know what I see. Too often in self-

publishing, editing takes a backseat which is only to the author’s detriment. Readers can be harsh with 

their reviews and we want your readers to be blown away by your story, not distracted by errors.  

                                                               YOU CAN DO IT!! NEVER GIVE UP!! 


